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NSON-DK
• Objective

– to study how the future massive offshore wind 
power and the associated offshore grid 
development will affect the Danish power 
system

– on short term, medium term and long term in 
the transition towards a future sustainable 
energy system

– Danish part of EERA initiative

• Part of EERA NSON initiative:

• Partners
– DTU Wind Energy (lead)
– DTU Management Engineering
– Ea Energyanlayses

• Funding
– 7.5 mio DKK (1 mio Euro)
– Danish Energy Technology Development and 

Demonstration program 
• EUDP contract #64018-0032
• Originally granted by Energinet.dk Forskel 

program #2016-1-12438

• Timeline
– April 2016 – January 2020



NSON-DK research questions
• How will the offshore wind power development affect the variability and uncertainty of variable renewable 

generation in the Danish power system and neighboring systems? 

• How will this increased variability and uncertainty from the offshore wind power development together with 
onshore renewable generation development influence the balancing and need for reserves in the Danish 
power system? 

• How will the offshore wind power and offshore grid development influence the electricity markets in future 
systems with large scale energy storage and coordination of the electricity system with other energy systems 
(mainly heat and transport)?

• How will the scale and architecture of the offshore grid development influence the adequacy and security of 
supply in the Danish power system?

• Which polity instruments should be applied to support an effective and cost-efficient transition of the Danish 
power system combining the offshore development with energy storage and coordination between energy 
systems?



NSON-DK work packages and timeline
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NSON-DK scenarios
• Specified until 2050
• Radial and meshed scenarios
• Overall European energy system scenario comes from Nordic 

Energy Technology Perspectives (NETP) 2016
– http://www.nordicenergy.org/project/nordic-energy-technology-

perspectives/
– Generation investments
– Transmission line investments

• The scenarios are built using the Balmorel tool
• Main reasons for updating the NETP scenario in NSON-DK:

– Update VRE generation costs
• Coming down faster than expected in NETP 2016

– Include meshed grid set-up
• With all cost parameters Regions in NETP 2016

http://www.nordicenergy.org/project/nordic-energy-technology-perspectives/


The radial and meshed scenarios
There are two main scenarios in NSON-DK:
1) Radial

– Offshore wind power plants (OWPPs) are 
connected radially to onshore

– Only radial transmission lines are allowed in 
the North Sea

2) Meshed
– North Sea offshore meshed grid a possibility in 

the investment optimization
– OWPPs can be connected to hubs
– Hubs can be connected to each other
– Hubs are connected to onshore

• Otherwise the two scenarios are specified 
with the same cost parameters, etc.

Possible OWPPs radially connected

Possible hubs (with maximum investable GW), and some 
example connections in the meshed scenario



Region in focus: North Sea countries
• Countries with investment optimization 

are highlighted in the map
– DK, NO, UK (GB power system only), BE, 

NL, DE
– Optimized using the Balmorel model

• Neighbouring countries are also part of 
the modelling
– They are taken into account in electricity 

trading
– They experience investment 

development (generation and 
transmission) until 2050 as specified in 
the NETP 2016 scenario



Modification to the NETP 2016 scenario
1. Updated/added costs

– Offshore and onshore wind, and solar PV costs
• Especially offshore wind and solar PV get cheaper towards 2050
• Data from Danish Technology Catalogue by the Danish Energy Agency

– Offshore grid related costs
• Source: P. Härtel et al, “Review of investment model cost parameters for VSC HVDC transmission infrastructure”, Electric Power 

Systems Research, 2017
• Cost reduction until is 2050 assumed

2. Onshore wind and solar PV investments are modelled in more detail
– Capacity factors decrease when more generation is invested in
– Assumed that best locations are utilised first

3. Future technological development of wind power is modelled
– Increasing hub height and decreasing specific power

4. The meshed case is created
– Modelling required mixed integer programming in Balmorel

5. Decommissioning of fossil fuel units is modelled



The meshed scenario

• Balmorel investment optimization can invest in
– Connections between hubs
– Connections from hub to shore
– OWPPs connected to hubs

• With GW limits specified

• Each hub has its own wind generation profile
• When investing in hub-connected OWPPs

+ Higher capacity factors
+ Generation can be exported to more countries
- Hub investment is needed
- Connection can be longer (because of going via a hub)

• Hub cost is a very important parameter for Balmorel when 
choosing if hub-connected OWPPs should be invested in

Some of the available hub-to-hub 
connections



Exogenous transmission development
(i.e., the starting point for both the radial and meshed scenarios)

• The exogenous development includes
– Existing transmission lines
– Expected development in the coming 

years (e.g., Viking Link between DK and 
GB)

• The exogenous development is the 
starting point for the investment 
optimisation in both the radial and 
meshed scenarios
– Comes from the NETP 2016 scenario

• Note: DE north to south transmission 
capacity is assumed to be 17.6 GW 
exogenously
– Assumption comes from NETP 2016

Green = on-land line, magenta = offshore line (line between DK 
and DE is on-land, although appears offshore)



Radial scenario: Additional investments
• NOTE: These are not final results!

– Scenarios will be finalized in 2018
• Norway increasingly connected to 

most other countries
• UK expected to be highly connected 

to other countries
• Note: DE north to south transmission 

capacity assumed to be 17.6 GW by 
2020
– No additional investments seen in 

NSON-DK scenarios
• NOTE: Line costs are calculated using 

more detailed locations than shown 
on the map (especially UK)

Transmission investments (these come on top of the exogenous 
development). Green = on-land line, magenta = offshore line

2030 Accumulated 
by 2050



Meshed scenario: Additional investments
• NOTE: These are not final results!

– Scenarios will be finalized in 2018
• Major hubs in DE and UK
• Some lines are built already in 2030 

waiting for hub investments in 2050
– Balmorel optimizes 2030 and 2050 

together
• Overall, the transmission capacities 

between countries remain quite 
similar to the radial case
– But now some of the transmission 

capacity is provided by the meshed 
grid

• The big DE hubs connect most 
countries together

Transmission investments (on top of exogenous development). 
Blue = Non-radial line, Red = hub generation investment (line 
between DK and DE is on-land, although appears offshore)

2030 Accumulated 
by 2050



Overview of wind generation capacities in the scenarios

• NOTE: These are not final results! Scenarios will be finalized in 2018
• These are the total capacities in GW (existing + additional investments)

– Aggregates of the region in focus (DK, NO, DE, GB, NL, BE)
– % in offshore wind shows the share invested in hubs

• Meshed scenario shows around 5 GW more offshore wind than the radial scenario
• A full NSON-DK scenario report will be available soon

Offshore wind Onshore wind

Scenario Starting
point 2030 2050 Starting

point 2030 2050

Radial 22.2 73.7 110.4 75.7 102.8 117.4

Meshed 22.2 72.9
(12 %)

115.3
(27 %) 75.7 102.9 111.3



Model Chain Development (Ongoing work)

Balmorel
(Market Model)

SimBa
(Intra-hour 
Balancing 

Model)

Area 
Control 
Model

Power System Scenario

CorRES
(RES generation patterns model) 

Psched,DA[1h] Pplan,HA[5m]

PRES,real[5m]PRES,HA[5m]PRES,DA[1h]



Software Platforms (Ongoing work)

Balmorel
(Market Model)

SimBa
(Intra-hour 
Balancing 

Model)

Area 
Control 
Model

Power System Scenario

CorRES

(RES generation patterns model) 

GAMS + CPLEX C# based 
executible

C#, Matlab, webserver

Matlab + 
Simulink

Xml, webserver

Matlab

Matlab
based xml 
generators

Matlab, 
webservice

Matlab, 
webservice

GAMS 
csvreader

GAMS

GAMS to 
SimBa 

converter
Matlab

Matlab

Matlab, 
C#, xml, 

webserver



VRE energy generation in the Radial scenario

• Denmark and Netherlands become 
energy exporters by 2050

• Germany imports
– Note: Germany has more offshore 

wind in the meshed case
• In TWh terms, Germany and GB 

have the highest VRE generation

2030 2050 2030 2050
BE 56 59 85 82
DE 272 311 568 550
DK 30 63 41 40
GB 245 313 344 333
NL 95 152 112 109
NO 22 66 123 112

Consumption (TWh)VRE total (TWh)



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Generation and consumption of a typical week

• Offshore wind power generation is much higher in 2050 scenario than 2030 scenario



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Total wind power generation vs. consumption in a typical week

• Wind power is more than double of consumption in a typical week in 2050 scenario



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Forecast vs. available power in 2030 in a typical week

• Day-ahead forecast error is as high as +1.5 GW
• Hour-ahead forecast error is less than Day-ahead forecast error



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Forecast vs. available power in 2050 in a typical week

• Day-ahead forecast error is as high as +2 GW



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Requirement of balancing power in a typical week

• Unit commitment is done based on Day-ahead forecast
• Intra-hour balancing is done based on the difference between DA and HA forecast
• Replacement reserves and automatic reserves (LFC) are activated to minimize the imbalance



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Forecast error for whole year

• Var(HA forecast error) < Var(DA forecast error)
• Use this knowledge for intra-hour balancing



Balancing Requirements in Denmark
Requirement of balancing power for whole year

• These PDFs are starting point for quantification of adequacy of reserves
• Reserve requirement for balancing is higher in 2050 than 2030



Next steps
• Analyse the value of meshed network on balancing of forecast errors

• Study the impact of replacement reserve activations in intra-hour balancing on automatic reserves

• Quantify the automatic reserve requirements in 2030 and 2050 scenario for balancing wind power 
forecast error

• Sensitivity studies of frequency control parameters (delay, ramp rates, volume of reserve) on 
frequency quality

• Analyse whether market based solutions can reduce reserve requirements in future scenarios
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